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BUSINESS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (BIT)CLUB  
  

 

QUESTSCAPE 

 

 

Venue: A007, A008, A011-CSE Department 

Date: 19th January, 2024  

Time: 10:00 AM-4:00 PM 

 

Faculty Co-Ordinator- 

 Name:  Uma N 

Designation: Senior Assistant Professor  

 Department: CSE 

Student Coordinators- 

1. Triveni Anand - 1NH20CS230 - 7/D/CSE - PRESIDENT 

2. Sathvik Shet - 1NH20CS197 - 7/D/CSE - VICE PRESIDENT 

3. Nithya R V -1NH21CS169 – 5/C/CSE - SECRETARY 

4. Khushi Pandey - 1NH21CS134 - 5/C/CSE - TREASURER 

5. Meghana P - 1NH21IS198 - 5/C/ISE - BOARD MEMBER 

6. S Deepak - 1NH21IS127 - 5/B/ISE - BOARD MEMBER 

7. Saksham Gupta - 1NH20CS193 - 7/D/CSE - BOARD MEMBER 

8. Nishant Bhat - 1NH21CE040 - 5/CE - BOARD MEMBER 

9. S Aaron Dennis - 1NH21CS202 - 5/D/CSE - BOARD MEMBER 

10. Saipriya A V - 1NH21CS021 - 5/A/CSE - BOARD MEMBER 

11. Sarthak Patra K - 1NH21IS140 - 5/B/ISE - BOARD MEMBER      

Total Number of Internal Participants: 116 

Total Number of External Participants: 0 



Event Poster weblink in Instagram: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2O89U8xTdH/?igsh=eDQ2eTJpa2c1aGJj 

 

Targeted Audience:  

Students from EEE, CSE, ISE, CE, ECE, AIML, CSE-DS and ME. 

Description of the Event:  

QuestScape commenced with teams eagerly embracing a thrilling challenge that blended business acumen with 

tech expertise. The event, attracting 56 teams, became a dynamic fusion of intellect and collaboration. As 

participants embarked on quests, the atmosphere buzzed with excitement, turning QuestScape into a vivid 

tapestry of teamwork and anticipation.  

Round One: The Trivia Quest 

 

The Trivia Quest round proved to be a resounding success as participants engaged in a battle of wits, showcasing 

their extensive knowledge across diverse topics. The challenging set of trivia questions pushed the boundaries of 

the participants' intellect, covering a wide range of subjects. 

 

Round Two: The Mystery Arena 

 

The Mystery Arena round unfolded as an enthralling adventure, captivating participants in a world of suspense 

and intrigue. Armed with a set of codes, participants embraced their inner detectives, meticulously decoding a 

murder mystery that challenged their deductive reasoning and problem-solving skills. The success of this round 

was evident in the participants' ability to unravel the intricacies of the mystery, piecing together clues to unveil 

the truth. The atmosphere was charged with anticipation as participants honed their investigative prowess, 

ultimately emerging victorious by solving the mystery. 

 

Round Three: Brand Voyage 

 

In a whirlwind 25-minute challenge, participants adeptly transformed organizers-provided products into 

captivating marketing marvels. The round's success lay in participants' quick thinking, adaptability, and on-the-

spot creativity. Faced with the unexpected, they showcased their marketing genius by distilling product features 

into compelling narratives. The time-sensitive nature injected a thrilling urgency, resulting in polished and 

imaginative campaigns that turned constraints into opportunities. 

 

Conclusion: 

QuestScape concluded as a triumphant journey, weaving through the intellectually charged Trivia Quest, the 

suspenseful Mystery Arena, and the time-pressed brilliance of Brand Voyage. Participants not only showcased 

their skills but also reveled in the thrill of each challenge, turning the event into a joyous adventure. Laughter and 

camaraderie filled the atmosphere as the diverse quests unfolded, creating an unforgettable experience. 

QuestScape's success is measured not just by victories but by the smiles and enthusiasm shared among 

participants. This event was not just a competition; it was a celebration of knowledge, detective savvy, and 

creative brilliance, leaving everyone with cherished memories of an epic QuestScape adventure!  

https://www.instagram.com/p/C2O89U8xTdH/?igsh=eDQ2eTJpa2c1aGJj


 

 


